where the superscript "(MWC)", "(EAM)" and "(Others)" indicates that the related probabilities of states are normalized within the MWC, EAM and Others subsystems, respectively. The contribution of pathways to the total allostery of the comprehensive system is defined as: for g Lig,A < 0 and 0  P OR ,P RO ,P RR  1. Two equations in (S6) are equal to 0 only for P RR = P RO = 0 and P RR = P OR = 0, respectively. Therefore, CR increases with decreasing P OR and P RO , and a necessary condition for maximal CR is that P OR and P RO reach their minimal values, i.e., P OR = P RO = 0. With such a condition, the problem of maximizing Eq. (S5) degenerates to that of maximizing Eq. (7), and it is straightforward to obtain the maximal CR as Eq. (8) (S10)
